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Discussion on PowerPoint:  
Communication Tool vs. Decision Making Process 
 
by Larry Freeman, PhD  
The Shipley Group, Senior Consultant 
 
 
Late this past summer I discovered a Wall Street Journal (WSJ) article that questioned the 
effectiveness and value of PowerPoint slides. The initial problem mentioned in the article came 
from Department of Defense (DoD) slides being too complex or fancy, thus requiring more than 
normal memory for transmission and storage. 
 
The heart of the article, however, focused on the effectiveness (value) of PowerPoint for 
Department of Defense (DoD) decision making. The April 26, 2000 WSJ article cited senior DoD 
officials, including the Secretaries of both the Army and the Navy, as preferring written 
documents for briefings and for serious decision making. The problem seems to be that slides 
are increasingly fancy but still simplify or distort crucial issues. The risk is that visually powerful 
PowerPoint slides as the sole communication tool may compromise the underlying decision 
process. 
 
This risk is especially important because PowerPoint has become “an ingrained part of the 
defense culture.” As the WSJ article records, the term “PowerPoint Ranger” has become a 
derogatory DoD term for desk-bound military staff who have become more “adept at making 
slides than tossing grenades.” 
 
I was interested in these cautions about the effectiveness of PowerPoint because of a recent 
U.S. Air Force contract with the Shipley Group. The Air Force asked us to develop and to present 
training sessions on oral and written communication to newly hired interns (for example, civil 
engineers, architects, community planners, and environmental specialists). Our Air Force contact 
asked that the oral communication section focus on PowerPoint presentations. 
 
This PowerPoint request surprised me, but our Air Force contact person said that PowerPoint 
had become the universal tool for Air Force briefings. Few, if any, presentations took place 
without PowerPoint. 
 
Here are the six PowerPoint suggestions I used to tailor the workshop for those Air Force 
attendees:  

1. Choose PowerPoint when its strengths match the primary purpose for your 
presentation. 

2. Analyze your likely audience and plan your presentation to meet their needs. 

3. Choose evidence to address your audience’s needs and to establish your 
credibility. 

4. Include graphics (charts, illustrations, graphs, or tables) that strengthen and 
clarify your evidence. 

5. Organize the evidence/information in your presentation to ensure 100 percent 
clarity. 

6. Deliver your presentation engagingly and with confidence. 
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The following text discusses and illustrates the applicability of these six principles to any 
presentation, either with or without PowerPoint.  
 
Notice that these six principles do not deal with the technical computer-specific questions about 
the preparation of PowerPoint slides. This omission was deliberate. Most Air Force attendees 
already knew how to prepare slides. We did give each participant a day in a computer lab to work 
through technical steps and to answer questions about software. 

1. Choose PowerPoint when its strengths match the primary purpose for your 
presentation. 

This suggestion encourages presenters to consider if PowerPoint is the best tool for their 
presentation (or, optionally, for all of their assigned presentations). I included this suggestion 
because as my opening comments from the Wall Street Journal illustrate, PowerPoint might not 
always be the best communication tool to choose. 
 
 PowerPoint is excellent when a presenter wants to convey a set of clear, straight-forward 
conclusions or recommendations. In such instances, clarity and persuasiveness are the most 
important goals. Also, note that the presenter has already developed the conclusions and 
recommendations. So an important observation is that PowerPoint is not really a decision making 
or an information gathering process. Gathering information and assessing alternatives 
necessarily comes before a presenter begins to develop appropriate PowerPoint slides.   
Attendees at the Air Force summer workshops had many straight-forward presentation topics. 
Some involved renovations to an existing facility at an Air Force base. A typical attendee’s 
assignment was to develop a complete renovation plan, and then the attendee would brief the 
base commander (and other base managers) on the details of the recommended renovation. 
Here, as noted above, the detailed renovation plan precedes the development of the slides 
describing the plan. 
 
Notice also that the base commander is not expected to generate his or her own renovation plan; 
instead, the commander’s role is to review and to approve the fully developed plan, which is an 
example of “completed staff work,” in the military context. Changes to the plan are possible but 
not likely to be substantial. The Air Force culture assumes that the person assigned the task will 
come back to senior officers with a practical and reasonable solution—that is, with answers, not 
with more questions. 
 
The more complex and the less obvious the content of a presentation, the less likely PowerPoint 
will be the appropriate (and the only) communication technique. So PowerPoint is less 
appropriate when a presenter wants listeners to ask questions, to generate their own examples, 
to explore options, and to craft their own set of principles (or conclusions). In such instances 
decision making is still occurring. 
 
An Air Force public meeting telling the public about proposed changes to traffic flow in and 
around an Air Force base would be an instance where PowerPoint might not be the preferred or 
main presentation technique. Such a public meeting might open with a short PowerPoint 
summary of the Air Force proposal. The PowerPoint in the opening would likely be effective.  
But PowerPoint might not be the best primary communication tool if the attendees at the public 
meeting are to ask questions and to explore topics of concern to them. Such a meeting, often 
legally mandated under various environmental laws, would be called a scoping meeting. If the Air 
Force uses only previously prepared PowerPoint slides, the implied message is that the Air Force 
already has made a decision (and that it already knows all of the relevant questions or options). 
This message potentially defeats the openness of a productive scoping meeting. 
 
As part of my work preparing for the Air Force sessions, I checked several web search tools for 
useful information. Many cited reports and listed websites dealt with computer issues and with 
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technical questions. These were interesting, but most seemed to assume that PowerPoint was 
valuable; options were not brought up. The reports usually mentioned few, if any, cautions about 
using PowerPoint in inappropriate situations.  
 
A few cautionary views did pop up during my search. One was the Wall Street Journal article I 
discussed at the opening of this newsletter. A second was a September 2003 article from Wired 
by Edward Tufte (a well-respected expert on graphics, such as PowerPoint slides, and the 
relation between graphics and information). His article was entitled “PowerPoint Is Evil.” Its 
subtitle included these two statements: “Power Corrupts. PowerPoint Corrupts Absolutely.” His 
title and subtitle signal his concern that PowerPoint encourages the presenter (and attendees at 
a presentation) to settle in with routine, traditional information.  Slides can present such 
information forcefully, leaving little time for creative thought and subsequent decision making. 
Tufte’s full article is available at www.wired.com/wired/archive.  
 
Both Tufte and the Wall Street Journal examples remind us that key points of information and 
about information are difficult to discover. If PowerPoint, with its emphasis on format, distorts or 
shortens a valuable and productive discovery process, then PowerPoint as a technique may 
cause its users to oversimplify or to distort their message in the process. 
 
Such doubts are why suggestion 1 (listed above) urged Air Force attendees to consider if 
PowerPoint was the only and the best tool for sharing information with their intended audience. 
As I discussed their PowerPoint presentations with Air Force attendees, I realized that 
information gathering (as captured in a technical or engineering process) was separate from the 
subsequent creation of PowerPoint slides. Such a separation is a useful concept. 
 
A Parallel Environmental Example. The separation between the analysis/conceptual process 
and the subsequent documentation of the process is a valuable concept for environmental 
analysts. An analysis process can and should be a comprehensive, complex process, with many 
options, probable dead ends, and multiple contributors. Then at a certain point, documentation 
begins. The required documentation summarizes the key points already discovered in the 
analysis process. In the same way PowerPoint slides record/summarize information and main 
points previously discovered. Environmental analysts distort or short change the analysis process 
if they prematurely move into the writing of text before they have discovered exactly what they 
want to record. Similarly, presenters using PowerPoint are in danger of distorting the 
informational details if they attempt quite early to make information fit into a series of fancy 
slides.)    

2. Analyze your likely audience and plan your presentation to meet any expectations 
and givens. 

Audience analysis is a cliché in discussions about effective presentations. Many presenters say 
they have taken their audience into account, but their time doing so might be very limited.  
A presenter should always take time to profile (carefully and in writing!) the likely audience. In 
specific terms, what does the presenter want each member of the audience to do, to know, and 
even to feel at the end of the presentation. What physical constraints or other givens limit the 
presentation? 
 
The to-do and to-know goals are the most important considerations. Does the presenter expect 
one or more of the audience to approve (sign off) on a proposal? What should other members of 
the audience do even if they do not have signing authority? Would such members be expected to 
know certain facts and conclusions? If so, the presentation should highlight, perhaps repeat, such 
facts and conclusions. 
 
A careful profile of the audience and any presentation constraints is important. For example, 
several of the attendees at the Air Force sessions said that their briefings for their base 

http://www.wired.com/wired/archive
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commander had strict time limits of 10 or 15 minutes. This specified time necessarily limits 
possible slides to no more than the 8 or 10 most important ones. Attendees said that the senior 
managers usually wanted an accompanying written summary as well as hard copies of the slides. 
 
Notice in the preceding paragraph that presenters should plan for a minute or even two or three 
minutes for each slide shown. Presenters should always be adding and explaining certain points 
beyond the details included in a single slide. These additional points would usually be recorded in 
the written summary prepared for attendees at a PowerPoint presentation. 

3. Choose evidence to address your audience’s needs and to establish your 
credibility. 

This suggestion builds on both of the preceding suggestions. Presenters should identify key 
content information that addresses their main purpose (suggestion 1 above) and that addresses 
their profile of audience expectations (suggestion 2). 
 
This step includes various strategies for discovering the relevant information needed to support a 
conclusion or a recommendation. One useful strategy is to answer the common questions: Who? 
What? Where? Why? When? and How?  Another one is to sketch a cause and effect flowchart. 
On one edge of sheet of paper, jot down a main point (finding, conclusion, or recommendation), 
then record details that support this major point (these are often the causes for a subsequent 
actions). Use boxes and arrows to record points and to show what causes what. Repeat the 
preceding until you have all the contributing causes listed and arranged in a useful flowchart. 
 
Presenters should always be planning for 100 percent clarity. This goal is impossible, but 
presenters should always define a technical term or explain a confusing process so that the 
message is as clear as possible. Presenters should also pose possible objections or negatives 
related to their preferred proposal. Posing such negatives allows the presenter to rebut them 
during the presentation rather then leaving them hanging at the end of the presentation. 
 
Presenters also need to remember that their choice of details and conclusions helps create a 
professional, credible image. Well chosen and thoughtful information strengthens a presenter’s 
credibility slide by slide. Presenters should also guard against distorting information by designing 
a slide that is more “showy” or more conclusive than its content merits. 
 

4. Include graphics (charts, illustrations, graphs, or tables) that strengthen and 
clarify your evidence. 

Graphics are a powerful technique for highlighting major points. Their power may also be a 
weakness if the message powerfully conveyed distorts or is silent about necessary questions or 
doubts. Presenters should always check possible graphics to see if their message is appropriate 
and as clear as possible. Such checks are both a professional and an ethical responsibility.  
 
Some graphics are too content-poor to merit an entire slide.  An example might be a simple bar 
chart that uses a single slide but whose only point is that Proposal C (one of three huge colored 
bars in the chart) costs 30 percent more than either B or A). Such a chart is not worth its space or 
time in a presentation.  
 
Edward Tufte (in the Wired article mentioned earlier) speaks to the problem of making 
PowerPoint graphics show their worth before including them in a presentation. Both in the article 
and in his published books, Tufte has documented dozens of instances where graphics either 
were unnecessary or misleading. He coined, I believe, the term of chartjunk for such poorly 
designed graphics. 
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Other graphics are too complex to be useful in a visual presentation. The more complex and 
detailed a graphic, the less visible it will be to viewers in the back of a room. And even if they can 
read the text, a complex graphic may have arrows and shaded areas that need careful 
explanations as to their meaning and importance.  
 
Thomas E. Ricks in Fiasco: the American Military Adventure in Iraq (New York: the Penguin 
Group, 2007) reprints a complex DoD slide (graphic 9 in the unnumbered pages with 
photographs and other graphics).  
 

   
 
This DoD slide has 12 arrows (with labels), 3 lined off segments, 7 shaded circles (also with 
labels), and 17 starred highlights. (Stars replace the traditional bullets!) I would estimate that it 
would take 10 or 15 minutes to define all 39 listed features. Thoughtful interpretation linking all 
the various highlighted points would take even longer.  Ricks calls this flowchart a “confused 
slide.” I suspect Tufte would call it an example of chartjunk. The flowchart appears to be complex 
for the sake of complexity, thus signaling to viewers that the presenter is making important 
observations. So in this instance, the actual message may not be the content of the slide itself 
but the notion that a slide of this complexity shows just how competent and knowledgeable the 
presenter is. 
 
From a viewer’s point of view, this DoD flowchart would be both confusing and frustrating. 
Without detailed notes, the meaning behind the flowchart would be unclear. Also, each viewer 
would likely record different interpretations of the complex spatial relationships in the flowchart. 
Clarity is impossible. 
 
Several times in Fiasco, Ricks notes that major DoD Iraq decisions seem to have relied on 
complex PowerPoint slides rather than more traditional battle plans or other well-proven DoD 
documentation processes. In some of his examples, Ricks observes that the creation of the 
slides became the process, not a late-stage written record of the process. As noted above, slides 
alone (without carefully prepared supporting documents) are always a risky tool for capturing 
detailed, complex planning information.  

http://presentationzen.blogs.com/.shared/image.html?/photos/uncategorized/ppt1s_1.jpg
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Tables are another favorite graphic, but one that is best used sparingly in PowerPoint slides. 
Tables are often far too complex to be visible in a single slide. Options include choosing another 
graphic that captures the point visually rather than in multiple columns and rows of numerical 
values. Another option is to present only two or three columns or rows from a table, depending on 
the point to be shown in a presentation. 
 
So as suggestion 4 says, include graphics but be sure that you have chosen appropriate ones 
(both for your purpose and to communicate clearly to your audience).  
 

5. Organize your evidence/information in your presentation to ensure 100 percent 
clarity. 

Organization is a critical ingredient of an excellent oral presentation. The goal of 100 percent 
clarity means that each listener would take away the identical message. No listener, even those 
with wondering attentions, should mistake the speaker’s key message and its supporting details. 
A goal of 100 percent clarity is impossible in a written document even when readers can reread 
and reinterpret the text. Clarity in an oral message is even more difficult to achieve. Listeners 
have to recall earlier sentences with verbal memories, which are always unreliable. This difficulty 
decreases when the speaker passes out printed copies of PowerPoint slides. But even with a 
copy of the slides in hand, listeners often fail to recall what the speaker said out an important 
slide. 
 
A clear and effective oral presentation has a logical opening (usually with a preview of points to 
follow). The middle of the presentation moves clearly from point to point, with the speaker telling 
listeners just which point is being discussed. The presentation ends with a definite conclusion, 
usually with a summary of the main point or points already covered. 
 
Sometimes, as in Document Strategies, a Shipley publication, a similar organizational tool is 
called the 4-box approach. This organizational pattern is taught in almost all Shipley 
communication workshops, both on writing or speaking.  
 
Listeners to a presentation should always know exactly where the speaker is in a presentation. 
So if a speaker has previewed four reasons for closing down a facility, listeners know when the 
speaker reaches the third reason that one reason remains. Then the speaker should end with a 
review of the four reasons. 

6. Deliver your presentation engagingly and with confidence. 

In our Air Force sessions, we were asked to encourage participants to rely on an Air Force 
publication: The Tongue and Quill (Air Force Handbook 33-337), latest edition published 1 
August 2004. This publication has a complete chapter on oral presentations. This chapter is 
especially helpful in its discussion of delivery habits and the importance of nonverbal 
communication. Copies of The Tongue and Quill are available on the Internet at the U.S. Air 
Force website; chapter 10 covers oral presentations.  

http://www.e-publishing.af.mil/shared/media/epubs/afh33-337.pdf
 
Even a well planned and logical PowerPoint presentation merits a good delivery. As suggestion 6 
implies, a presenter that does not engage or respond to his or her audience will fail. Audiences 
instantly know when the speaker is ignoring them, usually reflecting the speaker’s own lack of 
confidence. 
 
An engaged and confident delivery means that listeners leave a presentation feeling that the 
speaker has been a professional, competent presenter. Such a feeling is why the Air Force 
wanted all interns in the Shipley workshops to practice and to improve their presentation skills.  

http://www.e-publishing.af.mil/shared/media/epubs/afh33-337.pdf
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As the title page of The Tongue and Quill even states, “Communication is an essential tool for the 
twenty-first century Air Force.” 
 
Making Decisions vs. Communication Technology 

Making a major decision or even series of minor ones is a very complex process. Problems with 
this process are ultimately why some people worry that PowerPoint itself may be a flawed 
procedure. This viewpoint confuses technology with the decision making process. 
 
As noted earlier, efficiency suggests that the decision making process be kept separate from 
technology that communicates the process. 
  
So making good decisions is the goal, not whether they are recorded in a written document or in 
a PowerPoint presentation. Yet a decision process is difficult to describe because every effective 
decision maker likely has a quirky, unique way of arriving at decisions. 
 
Decisions usually depend on information from several or many people, and the process of 
making decisions is likely a group process, especially if the decision is an important one. Thus, 
the Air Force interns might more productively have addressed how to manage a group of 
colleagues than how to design PowerPoint slides.  
 
Managing substantive information within a group or within an organization is the basis for the 
Shipley Group discussion of Meetings Management (as reprinted in its publication Document 
Strategies). The Meetings Management entry is just one of several entries in Document 
Strategies that focus on how to discover relevant information and how best to interpret and 
transform discovered information into final decisions or action items. (Similarly, Document 
Strategies discusses writing as first a discovery/design process and then subsequently a 
recording task.) 
 
This distinction—that process does not equal documentation—is the basis for all Shipley training 
programs, including its sessions on the National Environmental Policy Act. 
 
   


